
 Magnetic Selfie Stick 64.5cm Extendable 
with 3 Leg Tripod and Remote Control

Porodo

SKU: PD-MGS64-BK
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Overview

Features

Before installing and using the product, please carefully read this User Manual 
to guarantee correct usage and keep it secure for future reference.

Experience seamless attachment with 
our device, which features an advanced 
design incorporating 16 ring magnets. 
These magnets are engineered for 
strength, empowering the device to 
withstand a 2KG tensile test without 
coming apart. This robust construction 
ensures reliable performance and peace 
of mind during use.

This product is compatible with a mobile 
phone silicone clip. The silicone clip 
provides robust protection for your 
device. It features a strong grip due to 
its powerful adsorption, ensuring that 
it remains securely attached.
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Dimensions

Specifications

Product

SKU

Dimensions (Folded)

Weight

Elongation Tolerance

Materials

Magnetic Coil Specifications

Compatibility

Bluetooth Version

Magnetic Selfie Stick

PD-MGS64-BK

48×61×167mm

195gr

610mm ±10mm

ABS + PC + Aluminium Alloy

Ø56×Ø44×3.0mm

Designed for iPhone 12 and newer models

Jerry Solution 5.0

167mm
645mm

61mm

A. Five-stage extension pole (Maximum extension length: 610mm) Sturdy 
and non-slip, provides a broader perspective.
B. Magnetic attachment for rapid mounting and dismounting.
C. Detachable magnetic mount with Bluetooth remote control.
D. Extended and strengthened tripod base design.
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Compatibility

Instructions for Use

The magnetic selfie stick offers flexible compatibility, designed to fold to a 
compact length of approximately 167mm for effortless portability and single- 
handed use. This stand is compatible with iPhone 12 and later models, as well as 
iPad 10th generation tablets, without a case (this is due to a magnetic suction 
ring incorporated inside the phone; using a standard case might interfere with 
the magnetic connection). If your mobile device is not among these specified 
models, or if you prefer to use a protective case, you have two alternative options:

1. Universal Magnetic Disc:
This option is model-agnostic and can be applied to any mobile phone or case. 
Simply attach the magnetic disc to the rear of your device or on the case for 
compatibility.

Note: Cases made from oil-based materials may compromise adhesion. For 
instance, cases using liquid silicone gel are discouraged as they reduce the 
effectiveness of the magnetic hold.

2. Magnetic Suction Case:
Opt for a mobile phone case that has a built-in magnetic suction ring. Cases with 
this feature are readily available on the market and can be attached directly to 
the stand.

Affix the magnetic ring to the MagSafe- 
compatible area.
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Bluetooth Pairing Instructions

Battery Replacement

1

This product comes with a tripod for 
added stability. Extend the selfie holder 
from its base and fasten it securely onto 
a level surface. With everything in place, 
you're all set to embark on your selfie 
photography journey.

To pair, press and hold the power button 
for 3 seconds to power on. Then, activate 
Bluetooth on your phone to initiate the 
search mode. Select “PD-MGS64” from 
the list of discovered devices. The remote 
control's green light will turn off once a 
connection is established.

PD-MGS64

Bluetooth

Available equipment

BluetoothReturn

To replace the button battery (CR1632) in the remote control, remove the back cover 
of the device.

battery

Indicator Light

Shutter Button

For the first time replacing the battery, disconnect the isolator located in the power 
supply section of the remote control.
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Safety Warnings

Warranty 

Contact Us

Products that you buy directly from our Porodo website or shop come with a 
24-month warranty.

When you buy Porodo products from any of our approved sellers, you only get a 
12-month warranty. If you want to extend this warranty, go to our website at 
https://porodo.net/warranty and fill out the form with your information. Don't 
forget to upload a picture of the product too. After we've checked and accepted 
your request, we'll send you an email to confirm that your product's warranty has 
been extended.

For more info, please check:
https://www.porodo.net/warranty

If you have any questions about this Privacy Policy, please contact us at: 
info@porodo.net
Website: porodo.net
Service Support: support@porodo.net
Instagram: porodo

1. Exercise caution with your hands while operating the product.

2. This product is not suitable for children under the age of 14 years. Avoid ingestion.

3. Refrain from disassembling or altering the product in any way.

4. Avoid storing the product in areas of high humidity.

5. Maintain a safe distance between the product and any sources of heat.

6. Prevent exposure of the product to water or any other liquids to avert damage.


